
Summer Assignment   
Mr. Fairchild Language and 
Composition/12AP Summer of 2022
Due on the first day of classes in the fall…

I suspect that we are moving to a new era when the term “English” will have to go.  My view is that the umbrella ‘cultural studies’ 
may more properly represent what we are offering to the curriculum.  We are indeed about reading and making the world through 
reading and making literature, broadly defined.  Aren’t we?

Garth Boomer (Metaphors and Meanings)

I have four (4) tasks for your summer project.  First, I would like you to dive into the pool 
of writing publicly without your swimmies on.  

1) Submit at least 10 letters to the editor to a local paper1.  If you get a “hit” 
on the first one, you are done.  If you don’t get a “hit,” keep trying.  Read through the letters in the paper for a bit before 
writing in.  Find out what the big topics out there are and see if you can get the idea of what kinds of pieces (length, style, 
tone, etc.) get in most often.  Read the paper and find a topic to write about.  You may hit on something everyone needs to 
be more aware of.  If your piece is accepted, the Times Union will call and verify your article.  If you come up empty, be 
prepared to show me proof of your 10 attempts.

2) Read Bruce Pirie’s 3 chapters from his book, Reshaping High School English entitled: “Barney and the Cult of the 
Individual”; “The Web of Textuality;” and “Unlocking Reading Processes.”  They can be found on line at: 
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED409576.pdf.  Answer the following questions in your notebook:
 “The preoccupation with the personal, and the relative neglect of the social and political is a chronic condition of postmodernity.”  

Explain what this sentence means in the context of Pirie’s essay.  Cite text from Pirie’s essay in MLA format.
 “The act of meaning is a social act.”  What does this mean, and cite text to support your answer.
 Explain the Robert Scholes quote that opens Pirie’s chapter 3.
 What does Pirie mean by "breaking the hermetic seal around the literary text?”  Look up the word hermetic to figure it out.
 What does he (or would Marxists/Feminists) mean by a “resistant” audience?  How does this connect with Ozick’s notion of coercion 

for essay writers (see the application for the course)?
 Define “snags” in reading as Pirie explains it.  What “snags” have you encountered in Pirie’s book?
 Define “constructedness” as he sees it.

3)Your third task is to watch television or go on line  Select five commercials or pop up ads you find 
most compelling (those that “coerce your assent” to something.”  Answer the following questions about the five 
commercials as best as you can:

1. Who made the commercial? (What was the product, who produced it, etc.)
2. In what context? (What is happening in the background in the commercial, but you might also consider what 

events have transpired in our culture to make the text affective.  When is the commercial airing?  Does that 
time suggest any particular audience they are targeting?)

3. With what values? (What or whose values are they tapping into?  What needs might they be aiming at?)
4. In whose interests? (Who/what are they trying to get you to like or support)
5. To what effect/affect? (How did the commercial affect you emotionally- will you remember it?)

4) Final Reflection (5 sentences) : I would like you to see that “specific media and genres have codes or 
familiar habits of representation and those codes, like other languages, have no simple connection with 
reality” (Pirie 19).  After writing about the commercials, answer the following questions (a sentence per 
question):

 How do these commercials appeal to your community’s needs and wants? (Ethos)
 What kinds of appeals to your emotions or seem to recur? (Pathos)
 Did any of the commercial use facts or appeal to reason? (Logos)

1 The Times Union is the biggest fish in the local sea and they make it really easy.  Just Google “letter to the editor” and you will get on their website, or go to: 
http://www.timesunion.com/lettertoeditor/  You’ll have to give your name and phone # and address.  If they decide to print your article, they will call you to confirm that the article 
is indeed yours.  If they do, start looking for it in the paper, and when you see it, cut it out and bring it to class in the fall.  The Record also takes letters to the editor.

http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED409576.pdf
http://www.timesunion.com/lettertoeditor/


 What kinds of images or icons recur in these ads?
 What are some of their more effective techniques?


